
 

 

 

Brief – Project 1 

 

Project Title:   Sample book  

Weightage:   10 %  

 

Objective: For the participants to 

 gain understanding in sewing components typically found in apparel products  

 create a sample book of typical garment components for future reference  

 use the batch production method which will allow for repetition of a single component in order for 

the participant to gain accuracy and speed in sewing 

 

 

Project requirements:  

 sew a bundle of 10-20 pieces of each sample and choose one to add to their sample book 

 each sample will be contained in an 8 ½ x11” page protectors and presented in a binder  

 

The sample book will contain the following samples: 

 

SAMPLE BOOK PART 1 

1. Seams 

2. Topstitches 

3. Patch pocket 

4. Cut in pocket 

5. Bias edge finishing 

6. Invisible zipper  

7. Fly zipper 

8. Opposite corners 

9. Opposite curves 

TOTAL VALUE - 10% 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Sample Book – Project 1 

Weightage – 10%  

Name: _________________ 

 

Component  Assessed area   % Component Assessed area   % 

1. Basic 
Seams 

neatness (clip threads) /10 6. Invisible 

Zipper 

neatness (clip threads) /10 

accuracy  (measurements) accuracy  (measurements) 

construction (as instructed) construction (as instructed) 

stitch size (10spi) stitch size (10spi) 

pressing  (flatness)  pressing  (flatness)  

Finishing (overlock) Finishing (overlock) 

2. Top 
stitches 

neatness (clip threads) /10 7. Fly Zipper neatness (clip threads) /10 

accuracy  (measurements) accuracy  (measurements) 

construction (as instructed) construction (as instructed) 

stitch size (10spi) stitch size (10spi) 

pressing  (flatness)  pressing  (flatness)  

Finishing (overlock) Finishing (overlock) 

3. Patch 
Pocket 

neatness (clip threads) /10 8. Opposite 

Corners 

neatness (clip threads) /10 

accuracy  (measurements) accuracy  (measurements) 

construction (as instructed) construction (as instructed) 

stitch size (10spi) stitch size (10spi) 

pressing  (flatness)  pressing  (flatness)  

Finishing (overlock) Finishing (overlock) 

4. Cut in 
Pocket 

neatness (clip threads) /10 9.  Opposite 

Curves 

neatness (clip threads)  

accuracy  (measurements) accuracy  (measurements) 

construction (as instructed) construction (as instructed) 

stitch size (10spi) stitch size (10spi) 

pressing  (flatness)  pressing  (flatness)  

Finishing (overlock) Finishing (overlock) 

5. Bias 
Binding  

neatness (clip threads)  10. Submit as 

requested 

correct order /10 

accuracy  (measurements) right side up 

construction (as instructed) name on spine 

stitch size (10spi) no extra things 

pressing  (flatness)   

Finishing (overlock)  

TOTAL 100% 
Comments: 

  

 


